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APPENDIX A
,

;. NOTICE OF, VIOLATION

Public Service Company of New Hampshire Decket No. 50-443
Seabrook Unit 1 License No. CPPR-135

|As a result of the inspection conducted on November 8-December 20,1982, and in'

4 . accordance with the NRC Enforcement Policy (10 CFR 2, Appendix C) published in
the Federal Register on March 9,1982 (47 FR 9987), the following violation was
identified:.

'

10CFR50, Appendix B, Criteria III and XIV, and the Seabrook Station PSAR
require that each organization establish adequate measures to control design
changes and the status of inspections such that change implementation and
inspection processes are not inadvertently bypassed. Pullman Power Products

'

procedure JS-1X-C delineates control measures for pipe support installation
and inspection, utilizing.the sign-off of applicable hanger process sheets
to document the correct installation and inspection status of each support.

Contrary to the above, as of December 15,1982, certain field weld and other
process sheets for pipe support 1815-RG-04 had been signed-off and transmitted
to Pullman Document Control, identifying an " inspected" and " accepted"
status for this hanger, when in fact the re-inspection of certain field-
welds and Kwik-bolt installations to current design change criteria had
been inadvertently bypassed. Incorrect field conditions, resulting from
this status control failure, include undersized welds and a questionably
torqued Kwik-bolt.

,

This is'a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement II).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Public Service Company of New
! Hampshire is hereby required to submit to this office withir. 30 days of the date

of the letter transmitting this Notice, a written statement or explanation in
reply, including for.each violation: (1) the corrective steps which have been
taken and the results' achieved; (2) the corrective steps which will be taken to
avoid further violations; and (3) the date when full compliance will be achieved.
Where good cause is shown, consideration will be given to extending the response
time.
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